Abstract-Relatively small data sets available for expression recognition research make the training of deep networks very challenging. Although fine-tuning can partially alleviate the issue, the performance is still below acceptable levels as the deep features probably contain redundant information from the pretrained domain. In this paper, we present FaceNet2ExpNet, a novel idea to train an expression recognition network based on static images. We first propose a new distribution function to model the high-level neurons of the expression network. Based on this, a two-stage training algorithm is carefully designed. In the pre-training stage, we train the convolutional layers of the expression net, regularized by the face net; In the refining stage, we append fully-connected layers to the pre-trained convolutional layers and train the whole network jointly. Visualization results show that the model trained with our method captures improved high-level expression semantics. Evaluations on four public expression databases, CK+, Oulu-CASIA, TFD, and SFEW demonstrate that our method achieves better results than state-of-the-art.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) have demonstrated impressive performance improvements for many problems in computer vision. One of the most important reasons behind its success is the availability of large-scale training databases, for example, ImageNet [1] for image classification, Places [2] for scene recognition, CompCars [3] for fine-grained recognition and MegaFace [4] for face recognition.
However, it is not uncommon to have small datasets in many application areas, facial expression recognition being one of them. With a relatively small set of training images, even when regularization techniques such as Dropout [5] and Batch Normalization [6] are used, the results are not satisfactory. The popular approach is to fine-tune a network that has been pretrained on a large dataset. Because of the generality of the prelearned features, this approach has achieved great success [7] .
Motivated by this observation, several previous works [8] , [9] on expression recognition utilize face recognition datasets to pre-train the network, which is then fine-tuned on the expression dataset. The large amount of labeled face data [4] , [10] , makes it possible to train a fairly complicated and deep network. Moreover, the close relationship between the two domains facilites the transfer learning of features.
Although this strategy performs well, it has two notable problems: (i) the fine-tuned face net may still contain information useful for subject identification. This is because of the large size gap (several orders of magnititudes) between face and expression datasets. As we see from Fig. 1 , the images Fig. 1 . The red-boxed images are generated by the model trained with our method, while the black-boxed images are from the face network fine-tuned on the expression dataset. We can see the images produced by the face net are dominated with faces, while our model represents the facial expressions better. Models are visualized by DeepDraw [11] .
(black-boxed) generated by the face net are dominated by faces as they should, which weakens the network's ability to represent the different expressions. (ii) the network designed for the face recognition domain is often too big for the expression task, thus the overfitting issue is still severe.
In this paper, we present FaceNet2ExpNet, a novel learning algorithm that incorporates face domain knowledge to regularize the training of an expression recognition network. Specially we first propose a new distribution function to model the highlevel neurons of the expression net using information derived from the fine-tuned face net. Such modeling naturally leads to a regression loss which serves as feature-level regularization that pushes the intermediate features of the expression net to be close to those of the fine-tuned face net. Next, to further improve the discriminativeness of the learned features, we refine the network with strong supervision from the label information. We adopt a conventional network architecture, consisting of convolutional blocks followed by fully-connected layers, to design our expression net. The training is carried out in two stages: in the first stage, only the convolutional layers are trained. We utilize the deep features from the face net as the supervision signal to make the learning easier. It also contains meaningful knowledge about human faces, which is important for expression recognition, too. After the first stage of learning is completed, we add randomly initialized fullyconnected (FC) layers and jointly train the whole network using the label information in the second stage. As observed by previous works [12] , FC layers generally capture domainspecific semantics. So we only utilize the face net to guide the learning of the convolutional layers and the FC layers are trained from scratch. Moreover, we empirically find that late middle layer (e.g. pool5 for VGG-16 [13] ) is more suitable for training supervision due to the richness of low entropy neurons. In both training stages, only expression images are used.
From Fig. 1 , we can see that the models trained with our method capture the key properties of different expressions. For example, the angry expression is displayed by frowned eye brows and a closed mouth; the surprise expression is represented by a large opened mouth and eyes. This method is different from knowledge distillation [14] . Here we do not have a large accurate network trained on the same domain to produce reliable outputs from softmax. It is also different from FitNets [15] , which is mainly used to train a thinner and deeper network.
To validate the effectiveness of our method, we perform experiments on both constrained (CK+, Oulu-CASIA, TFD) and unconstrained datasets (SFEW). For all the four datasets, we achieve better results than the current state-of-the-art.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces related works. The FaceNet2ExpNet algorithm is presented in Section 3. Experimental results and analysis are discussed in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. We conclude this work in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORKS
In [16] , Zhong et al. observed that only a few active facial patches are useful for expression recognition. These active patches include: common patches for the recognition of all expressions and specific patches that are only important for a single expression. To locate these patches, a two-stage multitask sparse learning framework is proposed. In the first stage, multi-task learning with group sparsity is performed to search for the common patches. In the second stage, face recognition is utilized to find the specific patches. However, the sequential search process is likely to find overlapped patches. To solve this problem, Liu et al. [17] integrated the sparse vector machine and multi-task learning into a unified framework. Instead of performing the patch selection in two separate phrases, an expression specific feature selection vector and a common feature selection vector are employed together. To get more discriminative features instead of hand-crafted features, Liu et al. [18] used a patch-based learning method. Subsequently, a group feature selection scheme based on the maximal mutual information and minimal redundancy criterion is presented. Lastly, three layers of restricted Boltzman machines (RBM) are stacked to learn hierarchical features. To further boost the performance, a loopy boosted deep belief network (DBN) framework was explored in [19] . Feature learning, feature selection and classifier design are learned jointly. In the forward phase, several DBNs extract features from the overlapped facial patches. Then, AdaBoosting is adopted to combine these patch-based DBNs. In the fine-tuning phase, the loss from both weak and strong classifiers are backproped. In [20] , to utilize the temporal information for video-based expression recognition, a 3D CNN was applied to learn the low-level features. Then, a GMM model is trained on the features, and the covariance matrix for each component composes the expressionlet. Motivated by the domain knowledge that facial expression can be decomposed into a combination of facial action units (AU), a deformable facial part model was explored in [21] . Multiple part filters are learned to detect the location of discriminative facial parts. To further cope with pose and identity variations, a quadratic deformation cost is used.
More recently, Jung et al. [22] trained a deep temporal geometry network and a deep temporal appearance network with facial landmarks and images. To effectively fuse these two networks, a joint fine-tuning method is proposed. Specifically, the weight values are frozen and only the top layers are trained. In [23] , Mollahosseini et al. discovered that the inception network architecture works very well for expression recognition task. Multiple cross dataset experiments are performed to show the generality of the learned model. In [24] , [25] , a two-step training procedure is suggested, where in the first step, the network was trained using a relatively large expression dataset followed by training on the target dataset. Even though the image is of low resolution and the label of the relatively large dataset is noisy, this approach is effective. The work closely related to ours is [9] , which employed a peak expression image (easy sample) to help the training of a network with input from a weak expression image (hard sample). Although both works propose to use feature maps as supervision signals, our work is different in the following aspects: First, for our training, we do not need a pair of same identity and same expression face images. We adopt a FaceNet to guide the training of the ExpNet, the inputs are only the face images from the expression dataset. Second, to better learn expression specific features, we propose to train our network from scratch on the expression dataset, instead of fine-tuning on a network pretrained for face recognition.
III. APPROACH

A. Motivation
We write our expression net as:
where h represents the fully connected layers, and g corresponds to the convolutional layers. θ 2 and θ 1 are the parameters to be learned. I is the input image, and O is the output before softmax.
First, the parameters θ 1 of the convolutional layers are learned. In [26] , Xie et al. observed that the high-level neurons are exponentially decayed. To be more specific, by denoting the outputs of the l th layer as x c,w,h , and the average response value over the spatial dimension as
where C is the number of output channels in the l th layer, and W , H is the width and height of the response maps, respectively. Then the distribution function can be formulated as follows:
where 
The mean is modeled by the face net, μ = G(I). And G represents the face net's convolutional layers. This is motivated by the observation that the fine-tuned face net already achieves competitive performance on the expression dataset, so it should provide a good initialization point for the expression net. Thus, we do not want the latter to deviate much from the former. Using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) procedure, we can derive the loss function as:
Note that if p = 2 and without G, this is the normal l 2 regularizer. Thus we can also view the face net acting as a regularizer, which stabilizes the training step of the expression net.
B. Training Algorithm
The training algorithm consists of the following two steps:
In the first stage, we train the convolutional layers using the loss function in (4) . The face net is frozen, and the outputs from the last pooling layer are used to provide supervision for the expression net. We provide more explanations on this choice in the next section.
In the second stage, we append the fully connected layers to the trained convolutional layers. The whole network is jointly learned using the cross-entropy loss, defined as follows:
Where y i,j is the ground truth for the image, andŷ i,j is the predicated label. The complete training algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Our expression net consists of five convolutional layers, each followed by a non-linear activation function (ReLU) and a max-pooling layer. The kernel size of all the convolutional layers is a 3 × 3 window. For the pooling layer, it is 3 × 3 with stride 2. The numbers of the output channels are 64, 128, 256, 512, 512. After the last pooling layer, we add another 1 × 1 convolutional layer, which serves to bridge the gap between face and expression domains. Moreover, it also helps to adapt the dimension if the last pooling layer of the expression net does not match the face net. To reduce overfitting, we have only one fully-connected layer with dimension 256. Note, if the spatial size of the last pooling layer between the face net and expression net does not match exactly, then deconvolution (fractionally strided convolution) can be used for upsampling.
C. Which Layer to Transfer?
In this section, we explore the layer selection problem for the first stage supervision transfer. Since the fine-tuned face network outperforms the pre-trained network on expression recognition, we hypothesize that there may be interesting differences in the network before and after fine-tuning. These differences might help us understand better which layer is more suitable to guide the training of the expression network.
To this end, we first investigate the expression sensitivity of the neurons in the network, using VGG-16 as a working example. For each neuron, the images are ranked by the maximum response values. Then the top K (K = 100 in our experiments) images are binned according to the expression labels. We compute the entropy for the neuron x as H(
, where p(i) denotes the histogram count for bin i and n denotes the number of quantized label bins (we normalize the histogram to sum to 1). If the neuron has a low entropy, then it should be more expression sensitive since its label distribution is peaky. To validate our assumption, we histogram the entropy for pool4, pool5, FC6 and FC7 layers. As shown in Fig 3, the low-entropy neurons that are more expression sensitive start to emerge in the pool5 layer i.e., the blue and the red lines start to diverge. While for the pool4 and lower layers, there are few such high-level neurons, i.e., the blue and the red lines almost overlap. Since these low entropy neurons indicate layer discriminativeness, we next compute the number of low expressive score (LES) neurons for each layer (here low expressive score is the entropy lower than the minimum average entropy score among the four selected layers). In Table I ., we find that in comparison with the pre-trained network, the LES neurons increase dramatically in the fine-tuned network, especially starting from pool5 layer. For the CK+ dataset, the number of the low-entropy neurons in the pool4 layer is reduced, while for Oulu-CASIA, it increases only by 194. For the pool5 layer, it increases by 511 for CK+ and by 895 for Oulu-CASIA. Moreover, convolutional layers have a larger number of these neurons than FC layers. These results suggest that maybe late middle layer, such as pool5, is a good tradeoff between supervision richness and representation discriminativeness. For the first step of training, we would like the ExpNet to learn high-level expression semantics from the FaceNet, so we choose the pool5 layer. In the second step, in order to better adapt to the new domain task (facial expression recognition), we attach the fully-connected layer and train only with the expression labels.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We validate the effectiveness of our method on four widely used databases: CK+ [27] , Oulu-CASIA [28] , Toronto Face Database (TFD) [29] and Static Facial Expression in the Wild (SFEW) [30] . The numbers of images for different expressions are shown in Table. II. In the following, we reference our method FaceNet2ExpNet as FN2EN. 
A. Implementation
We apply the Viola Jones [31] face detector and IntraFace [32] for face detection and landmark detection. The faces are normalized, cropped, and resized to 256 × 256. We utilize conventional data augmentation in the form of random sampling and horizontal flipping. The min-batch size is 64, the momentum is fixed to be 0.9 and the dropout is set at 0.5.
For network training, in the first stage, the regression loss is very large. So we start with a very small learning rate 1e-7, and decrease it after 100 epochs. The total training epochs for this stage is 300. We also try gradient clipping, and find that though it enables us to use a bigger learning rate, the results are not better compared to when a small learning rate was used. In the second stage, the fully connected layer is randomly initialized from a Gaussian distribution, and the convolutional layers are initialized from the first stage. The learning rate is 1e-4 (bigger learning rate like 0.001 led to more sever overfitting because the training dataset size is small and the network is relatively deep), and decreased by 0.1 after 20 epochs. We train it for 50 epochs in total. The Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is used as the optimization algorithm. For testing, a single center crop with size 224 × 224 is used. The settings are same for all the experiments. We use the face net (VGG-16) from [33] , which is trained on 2.6M face images collected by the authors. For the VGG fine-tuning baseline, the fc8 layer is trained from scratch while the weights of the rest layers are initialized from the FaceNet. The learning rate of the fc8 layer is 1e-3 while the rest layers are 1e-4. All the experiments are performed using the deep learning framework Caffe [34] . Upon publication, the trained expression models will be made publicly available.
B. Neuron Visualization
We first show that the model trained with our algorithm captures the semantic concepts related to facial expression very well. Given a hidden neuron, the face images that obtain high response are averaged. We visualize these mean images for several neurons in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 on CK+ and Oulu-CASIA, respectively. Humans can easily assign each neuron with a semantic concept it measures (i.e. the text in black). For example, the neuron 11 in the first column in Fig. 4 corresponds to "Anger", and the neuron 53 in Fig. 5 represents "Happy". Interestingly, the high-level concepts learned by the neurons across the two datasets are very consistent.
C. CK+
CK+ consists of 529 videos from 123 subjects, 327 of them annotated with eight expression labels. Each video starts with a neutral expression, and reaches the peak in the last frame. As in other works [20] , we extract the last three frames and the first frame of each video to compose the image-based CK+ database. The total number of images is 1308, which is split into 10 folds. The subjects are divided into ten groups by ID in ascending order.
In Table III , we compare our approach with both traditional and deep learning-based methods in terms of average accuracy. We consider the fine-tuned VGG-16 face net as our baseline. To further show the superiority of our method, we also include the results on training from scratch with batch normalization. The network architecture is same as FNEN. The first block shows the results for six classes, while the second block shows the results for eight classes, including both contempt and neutral expressions. Among them, 3DCNN-DAP [21] , STM-ExpLet [20] and DTAGN [22] are image-sequence based methods, while others are image-based. For both cases, our method significantly outperforms all others, achieving 98.6% vs the pervious best of 97.3% for six classes, and 96.8% vs 92.1% for eight classes.
Because of the high accuracy on the six class problem, here we only show the confusion matrix for eight class problem. From Fig. 6 we can see that both disgust and fear expressions are perfectly classified, while contempt is the most difficult to 
Method
Average Accuracy #Exp. Classes CSPL [16] 89.9% Six Classes AdaGabor [35] 93.3% LBPSVM [36] 95.1% 3DCNN-DAP [21] 92.4% BDBN [19] 96.7% STM-ExpLet [20] 94.2% DTAGN [22] 97.3% Inception [23] 93.2% LOMo [37] 95.1% PPDN [9] 97.3% FN2EN
98.6% AUDN [18] 92 
Average Accuracy HOG 3D [38] 70.63% AdaLBP [28] 73.54% Atlases [39] 75.52% STM-ExpLet [20] 74.59% DTAGN [22] 81.46% LOMo [37] 82.10% PPDN [9] 84 classify. It is because this expression has the least number of training images, and the way people show it is very subtle. Surprisingly, from the visualization in Fig. 1 , the network is still able to capture the speciality of contempt: the conner of the mouth is pulled up. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our training method.
D. Oulu-CAS VIS
Oulu-CASIA data set has 480 image sequences taken under Dark, Strong, Weak illumination conditions. In this experiment, only videos with strong conditions captured by a VIS camera are used. There are 80 subjects and six expressions in total. Similar to CK+, the first frame is always neutral while the last frame has the peak expression. Only the last three frames are used, and the total number of images is 1440. A ten-fold cross validation is performed, and the split is subject independent. Table IV reports the results of average accuracy for the different approaches. As can be seen, our method achieves substantial improvements over the previous best performance achieved by PPDN [9] , with a gain of 3.1%. The confusion matrix is shown in Fig. 7 . The proposed method performs well in recognizing fear and happy, while angry is the hardest expression, which is mostly confused with disgust.
E. TFD
The TFD is the largest expression dataset so far, which is comprised of images from many different sources. It contains 
Method
Average Accuracy Gabor + PCA [40] 80.2% Deep mPoT [41] 82.4% CDA+CCA [42] 85.0% disRBM [43] 85.4% bootstrap-recon [44] 86 4178 images, each of which is assigned one of seven expression labels. The images are divided into 5 separate folds, each containing train, valid and test partitions. We train our networks using the training set and report the average results over five folds on the test sets. Table V summarizes our TFD results. As we can see, the fine-tuned VGG face is a fairly strong baseline, which is almost on par with the current state-of-the-art, 86.7% vs 86.8%. Our method performs the best, significantly outperforming bootstrap-recon [44] by 2%. From the confusion matrix, we find that fear has the lowest recognition rate and is easy to be confused with surprise. When inspecting the dataset, we find the images from the two expressions indeed have very similar facial appearances: mouth and eyes are wide open.
F. SFEW
Different from the previous three datasets, SFEW is targeted for unconstrained expression recognition. So the images are all extracted from films clips, and labeled with seven expressions. The poses are large, and the expression is much more difficult to recognize. Furthermore, it has only 891 training images. Because we do not have access to the test data, here we report the results on the validation data. 
Method
Average Accuracy Extra Train Data AUDN [18] 26.14% None STM-ExpLet [20] 31.73% Inception [23] 47.70% Mapped LBP [8] 41.92% Train From Scratch (BN) 39.55% VGG Fine-Tune (baseline) 41 . 23%  FN2EN 48.19% Transfer Learning [25] 48.50% FER2013 Multiple Deep Network [24] 52.29% FN2EN 55.15%
In Table VI , we divide the methods into two blocks, where the first block only uses the training images from SFEW, while the second block utilizes FER2013 [45] as additional training data. For both settings, our method achieves best recognition rates. Especially with more training data, we surpass Multiple Deep Network Learning [24] by almost 3%, which is the runner-up in EmotiW 2015. We do not compare the result with the winner [46] since they use 216 deep CNNs to get 56.40%, while we only use a single CNN (1.25% higher than our method). From the confusion matrix Fig. 9 , we can see the accuracy for fear is much lower than other expressions. This is also observed in other works [25] .
V. COMPUTATIONAL SPEED ANALYSIS
Compared with networks adopted in previous works [9] , [23] , [25] , AlexNet [47] or VGG-M [48] , the size of our network is fairly small. The number of parameters is 11M vs. VGG-16 baseline 138M. For testing, our approach takes only 3ms per image using a single Titan X GPU. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we present FaceNet2ExpNet, a novel twostage training algorithm for expression recognition. In the first stage, we propose a probabilistic distribution function to model the high level neuron response based on already finetuned face net, thereby leading to feature level regularization that exploits the rich face information in the face net. In the second stage, we perform label supervision to boost the final discriminative capability. As a result, FaceNet2ExpNet improves visual feature representation and outperforms various state-of-the-art methods on four public datasets. In future, we plan to apply this training method to other domains with small datasets.
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